Abstract -The development and a more sophisticated structure of electric power systems, the transition towards deregulation and competition between the participants of the electric energy market cause the necessity of a complex steady state analysis, the evaluation of the electric power system stability, with its parameters being changed. The paper addresses the steady state analysis based on algebraic methods. Regular (trivial) and non-regular (additional) equilibrium points for the electric power system conservative model are determined. Changing regular and non-regular equilibrium points in a heavily loaded electric power system is studied.
INTRODUCTION
Calculations of the steady state conditions are among the problems most often solved in designing and operating electric power systems (EPS). They are aimed at identifying the main regime parameters, which depends upon the way the initial information is set up and the physical content of the process under consideration.
For the electric power system the model of which is represented by the combination of the synchronous machines rotor movements, the problem of the steady state regime calculation is confined to determining vector e δ of the equilibrium states. With the solutions being analyzed, the socalled "group properties" are specified, that appear in varying the parameters of the power system elements.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
For the conservative model made the assumption of a purely reactive nature of the electrical connections between the generators. The electric power system will be given by following algebraic equations: The solutions of equations system (1) can be found using direct methods, they will correspond to the equilibrium point e δ . To study steady state regimes solutions, the methods which suggest confining the system of transcendental equations (1) to algebraic equations system are of special interest. The key idea of it is to avoid singularity of power flow Jacobean caused by load of buses reaching the critical condition or bifurcation point.
Determining the equilibrium points (EP) for a power system comprising three generators is described in [1] . In the conservative model with 2 n = direct determining EP is impossible so a method for solving equations in ( For the conservative model with 3 n ≥ system (1) can be transformed into the system of the algebraic equations ( 1) n − of s degree relative to variable sin
by eliminating variable i x and subsequent changes:
• Irrationality eliminations in the equations (1);
In a new system of the algebraic equations, variable sin i i x = δ is of the most advanced degree. The degree size i x depends on the number of generators and is equal to
The system consisting of m algebraic equations with n unknowns can be analyzed by the method described in [2] .
Its solutions are confined to the a solution of an equation with one unknown and the solution of a system of equations 1 m − with 1 n − of unknowns. The latter, in turn, is reduced to a system with still a smaller number of equations and unknowns. Ultimately, the analysis of an arbitrary system of equations is reduced to the solution of several equations, each of which has only one unknown.
The system of equations is of the following form: 
where 0 k l < ≤ ; ( , ,..., ) ( , ,..., ) 0.
Equation (4) is transformed to a form:
Transforming a system of transcendental equations (1) into an algebraic equations system is carried out in the following way. The variable sin i i
x ≡ δ has been expressed through functions sin , cos j j δ δ and sin , cos
identical set of equations is obtained: Imagine a system of the equations (1) as dependent upon some parameters 1 t , 2 t :
The variable min q is the minimum value out of , , ,
) ij q i j i j n ≠ ∈ ; 1 2 , t t are independent parameters ranging from 0 to 1. Expression (7) at 1 2 , 0 t t = is termed a generating system with two known types of equilibrium positions (EP): trivial (zero) and additional (nonzero) [3] .
Trivial equilibrium points are regular positions of balance where partial interactions of each generation are equal to zero. The analysis of trivial EP is implemented, the number of which for the system with n degrees of freedom is equal to With system parameters (7) randomly varied, additional equilibrium points will move along some trajectories defined 
III. RESEARCH RESULTS
For the equation (9) to have real solutions, it is necessary and sufficient to observe the condition of:
The equation (10) is transformed into:
And allows receiving the following condition The system of equations (1) allows the solution to be determined, which corresponds to the chosen EPS parameters and for tg ( 2) tg ( 2) j k r δ = ⋅ δ ( r is the factor which can be both negative and positive [4] ). The set zero degenerated EP for a generating system represents a closed polygon (Fig. 1) , tg tg 1, ; , ,
With 4 
IV. CONCLUSION
Thus, the system of the equations of the electric power system steady state can generally be confined to systems of the algebraic equations which can be solved using conventional methods. The irregular equilibrium points of electric power systems unloaded conservative models can be represented by some invariant sets.
Results will be used for qualitative analysis of stationary regimes of power systems with distributed generation. Next step, we will do more work in this direction.
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